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Disclaimer
The material contained in this document is a presentation of general information about the activities of Archer and its related bodies
corporate (together the “Archer Group”), current as at the date of this presentation. It is provided in summary and does not purport to be
complete. You should not rely upon it as advice for investment purposes, as it does not take into account your investment objectives, financial
position or needs. These factors should be considered, with or without professional advice, when deciding if an investment is appropriate. To
the extent permitted by law, no responsibility for any loss arising in any way (including by way of negligence) from anyone acting or refraining
from acting as a result of this material is accepted by the Archer Group, including any of its related bodies corporate.
This document may contain forward-looking statements with respect to the financial condition, results of operations, and business strategy of
the Archer Group. These forward-looking statements are based on estimates, projections and assumptions made by the Archer Group about
circumstances and events that have not yet taken place. Although the Archer Group believes the forward-looking statements to be
reasonable, they are not certain. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that are in
some cases beyond the Archer Group’s control, and which may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from
those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements (and from past results). The Archer Group makes no representation or
warranty as to the accuracy of any forward-looking statements in this presentation and undue reliance should not be placed upon such
statements. Forward-looking statements may be identified by words such as “aim”, “anticipate”, “assume”, “continue”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”,
“intend”, “may”, “plan”, “predict”, “should”, “will”, or “would” or the negative of such terms or other similar expressions that are predictions of or
otherwise indicate future events or trends. The forward-looking statements included in this presentation speak only as of the date of this
presentation. The Archer Group does not intend to update the forward-looking statements in this presentation in the future.
This presentation contains mineral exploration information which was reported in ASX announcements dated 8 November 2017, 15
February 2018 and 26 June 2018 (together the “Announcements”), which contain the relevant statements, data, and competent person’s
statement. All material assumptions and technical parameters set out in the Announcements continue to apply and have not materially
changed. The Announcements can be viewed online at https://www.archerx.com.au.
Certain statistical and other information included in this presentation is sourced from publicly available third party sources and has not been
independently verified.
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Significant Developments
in 2018
Quantum
Technology

Archer enters exclusive
negotiations for quantum
technology IP
Key licence terms for quantum
technology IP finalised, and
facilitate filing of IP in EU,
Australia, US, Japan, Korea, and
China
Drafts of licence agreement for
quantum technology IP exchanged
with the University of Sydney

Reliable
Energy

Campoona graphite structurally
near perfect at atomic-scale
MOU with Urbix Resources for
graphite toll processing
Collaboration agreements with
FlexeGRAPH, and UNSW
Full-cell Li-ion batteries produced
with Campoona graphite in-line
with industry state-of-art

Human
Health

Collaboration agreement with ARC
Graphene Hub redefined to focus
on carbon-based biosensors
Campoona graphite is process
agnostic in graphene production
Graphene inks prepared from
Campoona graphite used for
printed biosensing technologies
Material transfer agreement
signed with German biotech
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Advanced
Materials
4

Looking ahead, we are focused on delivering high-value
outcomes that position Archer for major, long-term growth.

1

Quantum
Technology
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Finalise exclusive quantum
technology IP licence with the
University of Sydney
Execute collaboration and research
service agreements for quantum
technology IP
Finalise commercial plan for
quantum technology IP with key
partners

Acquisitions &
Partnerships

Reliable
Energy

Co-develop IP to reduce costs
related to graphite project
Lodge program for environment
protection and rehabilitation
(PEPR) for graphite project
Identify off-take partners for highvolume graphite supply
Grow the Carbon Allotropes
Marketplace

Value-add
Development
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Human
Health

Enter into negotiations for
biosensing related IP with a
reputable institute
Partner with an industry
collaborator to develop key
biosensing componentry
Apply for grants and funding to
support a commercial pathway to
biosensor product development

Commercialisation
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Quantum
Technology
6
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Instrumentation that measures the electronic
and chemical state of elements in materials.

Key licence terms for quantum technology intellectual
property (IP) were finalised with the University of
Sydney. The licence terms would allow Archer to develop
and commercialise carbon-based quantum computing
technology. When executed, the licence will provide us
with patents to develop and commercially exploit the
quantum computing technology in Europe, America and
Australasia.
The IP relates to the development of a quantum
electronic device (QED) for storing and processing
quantum bits (qubits) – the fundamental components of a
quantum computer. In particular, the QED comprises
advanced carbon material components critical for its
function, including graphene, which are available in the
inventory of Archer’s wholly owned subsidiary, Carbon
Allotropes.
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Reliable
Energy
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We are capable of producing high quality graphite from
our Campoona deposit. Nano-scale and atomic-scale
analysis was undertaken by Archer at the world-class
Australian Centre for Microscopy & Microanalysis. The
analysis of Archer’s graphite confirmed the materials’
near-perfect structure. These excellent results have
greatly assisted in marketing our material to potential
customers and end users.
An MOU with Urbix Resources, LLC (Urbix) was
reached for investigating the suitability of Archer’s
Campoona graphite using Urbix’s proprietary purification
processes. The work led to an opportunity to toll-process
Archer graphite in North America to grades in-line with
HF leaching methods. This represents a potential capital
cost benefit of $14M over the life of the Campoona
graphite project.

IFFT of high resolution TEM image showing
Archer graphite near-perfect lattice structure.
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Archer graphite product used to prepare coincell scale full-cell batteries at UNSW.

The collaboration agreement with FlexeGRAPH
represents an opportunity to convert our high-volume
Campoona graphite to high-value graphene materials.
We agreed to co-develop advanced materials for the
thermal management of electric vehicle batteries,
internal combustion engines, and high-performance
computing systems and to have these products sold
through the Carbon Allotropes marketplace.
We signed a collaboration agreement and research
service agreement with The University of New South
Wales. The collaboration has led to the successful
implementation of commercially scalable full-cell
configuration lithium-ion batteries using Archer’s
Campoona graphite. We are now able to demonstrate
complete, functioning, and commercially relevant
batteries with Archer’s graphite.
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Human
Health
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The existing collaboration agreement with The
University of Adelaide ARC Graphene Hub was varied.
This was the first of our targeted efforts to capture
solutions with Archer’s graphite and graphene materials.
The effort would see graphene and carbon-based
materials developed for use in complex biosensing,
directly aligning with Archer’s vision to target
applications in human health.
Graphene-based conductive inks derived from Archer’s
Campoona graphite have since been developed with The
University of Adelaide ARC Graphene Hub. The inks
were used to print electronic circuits on substrates that
function as basic bio-electrochemical sensing device
componentry. This led to a material transfer agreement
between Archer and a German biotech to develop
biosensing componentry for specific markets.

Archer graphite used to prepare and print
graphene inks as electronic circuitry.
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Mineral
Projects
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Archer has a legacy of mineral exploration.
Blue Hills is Archer’s 100%-owned project
with a large-scale copper-gold prospect
located about 240km north of Adelaide,
South Australia. Soil surveys over
approximately 40km2 of Blue Hills, or 60% of
the larger Blue Hills magnetic anomaly,
identified three large copper anomalies at
+90ppm along interpreted edges of an
intrusive body.
An airborne electro-magnetic survey over
the soil anomalies and their possible
extensions under cover has been performed,
and a rotary air blast geochemical drilling
program intersected strong anomalous
copper and widespread gold in the bedrock.
We intend to drill in greater detail at least
one of the anomaly targets, with drilling due
to commence in January 2019 with results
expected in February 2019.
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The Path
Forward
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1
2
3
4

Quantum Technology

UNSW Scientist formulating battery materials’
chemistries for testing with Archer graphite.

Lead the development and commercialisation of carbonbased quantum technology. Reduce the commercial
barriers to wide-spread quantum computing by building a
practical qubit processor.

Reliable Energy
Integrating our Campoona graphite material resource
downstream in the lithium ion battery supply chain. Target
off-take & partnerships with technology and product
manufacturers through efficiency of scale.

Human Health
Make complex biosensing simple. Service niche segments
of the global biosensor market by developing commercially
viable probes for rapid diagnostic medical imaging and
disease detection.

Exploration
Develop the Blue Hills Copper Gold Project and look for
opportunities to develop or divest the Company’s other
exploration projects.
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